PATTERNS OF RUST INFECTION AS A FUNCTION OF HOST GENETIC DIVERSITY AND HOST DENSITY IN NATURAL POPULATIONS OF THE APOMICTIC CRUCIFER, ARABIS HOLBOELLII.
It is often assumed that genetic diversity contributes to reduced disease incidence in natural plant populations. However, little is known about the genetic structure of natural populations affected by disease. Here I present data from three apomictic (asexual) populations of Arabis holboellii infected by the rusts Puccinia monoica and P. thlaspeos. An average of 300 host individuals per population were genotyped (using seven variable allozyme loci) and scored for disease presence. Arabis holboellii populations are genetically diverse; the number of clones detected per population ranged from 6 to 27. There was substantial variation in frequency of host clones within and among sites, and significant variation among clones in susceptibility to the different rusts. Contrary to predictions based on frequency-dependent selection theory there was not a consistent positive relationship between clone frequency and disease incidence within any of the populations (Spearman's r = -0.096, P > 0.5). In addition, clonally diverse populations did not necessarily have decreased disease incidence. The population with the lowest overall (both pathogens combined) disease incidence (7.5 ± 1.9%) had the smallest number of clones (6), the lowest spatial variability, and the highest Arabis density. By comparison, another population had 22 clones, high spatial variability, low Arabis density and significantly more disease overall (16.8 ± 2.7%). Although this study does not eliminate the possibility of frequency-dependent pathogen attack in these populations, the results suggest that it is likely to be weak or intermittent.